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ABSTRACT

The dynamical balances associated with upwelling in the tropical lower stratosphere are investigated
based on climatological 40-yr ECMWF Re-Analysis (ERA-40) and NCEP–NCAR reanalysis data. Zonal
mean upwelling is calculated from momentum balance and continuity (“downward control”), and these
estimates in the deep tropics are found to be in reasonable agreement with stratospheric upwelling calcu-
lated from thermodynamic balance (and also with vertical velocity obtained from ERA-40). The detailed
momentum balances associated with the dynamical upwelling are investigated, particularly the contribu-
tions to climatological Eliassen–Palm (EP) flux divergence in the subtropics. Results show that the equa-
torward extension of extratropical waves (baroclinic eddies and, in the NH, quasi-stationary planetary
waves) contribute a large component of the subtropical wave driving at 100 hPa. Additionally, there is a
significant contribution to subtropical forcing from equatorial planetary waves, which exhibit a strong
seasonal cycle (a reversal in phase) in response to latitudinal migration of tropical convection. The observed
balances suggest that the strong annual cycle in upwelling across the tropical tropopause is forced by
subtropical horizontal eddy momentum flux convergence associated with waves originating in both the
tropics and extratropics.

1. Introduction

The general circulation of the stratosphere is charac-
terized by a global overturning circulation with up-
welling in the tropics and poleward–downward flow in
the extratropics. This so-called Brewer–Dobson circu-
lation was postulated based on observations of strato-
spheric water vapor (Brewer 1949) and ozone (Dobson
1956) and later confirmed from calculations of diabatic
circulations in the stratosphere (e.g., Murgatroyd and
Singleton 1961; Gille et al. 1987). This overturning cir-
culation is fundamentally driven by waves that propa-
gate from a variety of sources in the troposphere to the
stratosphere, producing a transport of angular momen-
tum and resulting in balanced poleward mass flux in the
stratosphere (Haynes et al. 1991; Holton et al. 1995).
The induced upwelling in the tropics maintains tem-
peratures below radiative equilibrium (which are bal-
anced by radiative heating), with corresponding down-

welling, dynamical heating, and radiative cooling at
high latitudes. The tropical upwelling is a key feature of
stratosphere–troposphere coupling; air enters the
stratosphere primarily in the tropics, and the chemical
composition of air near the tropical tropopause sets the
boundary condition for the composition of the global
stratosphere. Although the tropical upwelling is a key
feature of the stratospheric circulation, it has a small
magnitude (�0.05 mm s�1 or �8 km yr�1) that cannot
be measured directly; the strength of upwelling is typi-
cally inferred from thermodynamic balance (e.g.,
Rosenlof 1995) or from observations of trace constitu-
ents (e.g., Hall and Waugh 1997; Mote et al. 1998; Ni-
wano et al. 2003).

A further key aspect of the tropical upwelling is that
there is a relatively large annual cycle in the lower
stratosphere, with strongest upwelling during NH win-
ter. This seasonality is reflected in a large annual cycle
in temperature near and above the tropopause (Reed
and Vlcek 1969), which in turn imparts a seasonal cycle
to stratospheric water vapor (Mote et al. 1996). This
seasonal cycle in upwelling is also reflected in chemical
constituents with a strong vertical gradient in the tropi-
cal lower stratosphere, such as ozone and carbon mon-
oxide (Randel et al. 2007). Yulaeva et al. (1994) sug-
gested that this seasonal cycle in tropical upwelling
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could result from extratropical planetary wave forcing
of the stratosphere; the maximum in wave forcing oc-
curs during September–November in the SH and No-
vember–March in the NH, so that there is a global forc-
ing with maximum during NH winter. However, as dis-
cussed by Plumb and Eluszkiewicz (1999), the wave
forcing [or Eliassen–Palm (EP) flux divergence] re-
quired to drive near-equatorial upwelling must extend
to very low latitudes, so the role of extratropical plan-
etary waves is uncertain. More recently, Boehm and
Lee (2003), Kerr-Munslow and Norton (2006), and
Norton (2006) have proposed that upwelling is linked
to equatorial planetary waves forced by tropical deep
convection. Overall, the specific forcing of tropical
stratospheric upwelling and the cause of the large an-
nual cycle are poorly understood. The forcing of the
Brewer–Dobson circulation has also received recent at-
tention because model simulations of future climate
change associated with greenhouse gas increases show
persistent increases in the strength of the circulation
(Butchart et al. 2006; Fomichev et al. 2007; Garcia and
Randel 2008).

The objective of this paper is to examine tropical
upwelling derived from momentum balance [the so-
called “downward control” of Haynes et al. (1991)] to
understand mechanisms that maintain the upwelling.
Calculations are based on climatological circulation sta-
tistics derived from reanalysis datasets. We first make
detailed comparisons between upwelling calculated
from momentum balance with results from thermody-
namic balance (and also with upwelling derived directly
from reanalyses); these comparisons suggest that mo-
mentum balance provides a reasonable estimate of the
space–time behavior of climatological upwelling in the
deep tropics near and above the tropopause. We then
examine the detailed structure of the momentum bal-
ance, and in particular we focus on the wave forcing in
the subtropics responsible for the near-equatorial up-
welling.

2. Data and tropical upwelling calculations

The circulation statistics used here are based on glob-
al meteorological reanalysis datasets from the 40-yr Eu-
ropean Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) Re-Analysis (ERA-40; Uppala et al. 2005)
and from the National Centers for Environmental Pre-
diction–National Center for Atmospheric Research

(NCEP–NCAR; Kalnay et al. 1996). We use the ERA-
40 data archived on 60 vertical pressure levels, with a
vertical resolution of �0.8 km in the upper tropo-
sphere–lower stratosphere (UTLS) region. The NCEP
calculations use data on 23 standard pressure levels,
with somewhat lower vertical resolution (�2 km) in the
UTLS region. The latitude resolution of both datasets
is 2.5°. We have derived monthly averaged statistics
from daily analysis, and the results here are based on
averages over 1994–2001. We use the pressure velocity
(�) converted to log-pressure vertical velocity (w) and
note that for NCEP reanalysis the uppermost output
level for the vertical velocity is 100 hPa (values are zero
above this level). Comparisons of the zonal mean ver-
tical velocity w show a reasonable behavior for the
ERA-40 data throughout the UTLS (as shown below),
whereas the NCEP results show an unrealistic seasonal
cycle at 100 hPa (minimum during NH winter). We thus
focus primarily on the ERA-40 w values. We also cal-
culate zonal average eddy covariance statistics from
both ERA-40 and NCEP data, including ��T �, u���, and
u�w� (throughout this work notation is standard, follow-
ing Andrews et al. 1987). Note that for NCEP data,
u�w� is identically zero above 100 hPa.

We calculate the zonal average transformed Eulerian
mean (TEM) residual vertical velocity from the ERA-
40 data from

w* � w �
1

a cos�

�

��
� cos�

��T�

S �. �1	

Here S is a static stability term: S � HN2/R, with H �
7 km and R � 287 m2 s�2 K�1, and N2 is the Brunt–
Väisälä frequency squared. In the deep tropics, the
eddy term in (1) makes only a small contribution, so
that w* 
 w. It is worthwhile noting that w derived
from reanalyses can have substantial uncertainties in
the UTLS region because it is a quantity that is poorly
constrained in current data assimilation products.
Hence, we do not view the ERA-40 w* fields as “truth,”
but rather as simply another estimate to compare to the
dynamic and thermodynamic balance results.

We estimate tropical upwelling from the TEM zonal
average momentum balance and continuity, following
the calculations discussed in Haynes et al. (1991) and
Randel et al. (2002). Specifically, the zonal average ver-
tical velocity at altitude z, averaged between latitudes
�1 and �2, is given by [Randel et al. 2002, their Eq. (11)]
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Here the subscript m denotes vertical velocity derived
from momentum balance, and angle brackets denote an
average between latitudes �1 and �2; note that this
equation includes the time tendency of the zonal mean
zonal wind as a generalization of the Haynes et al.
(1991) steady state calculation. Also, f̂ is a modified
Coriolis parameter, f̂ � f � (1/a cos�)(�/��)(u cos�);
DF is the scaled EP flux divergence,

DF �
ez�H

acos�
� � F, �3	

where F is the EP flux vector:

F� � e�z�Ha cos��u��� � ��u

�z� ��T�

S � �4a	

FZ � e�z�Ha cos�� f̂
��T �

S
� u�w��. �4b	

We note that the �w*m estimates from (2) become prob-
lematic close to the equator because of uncertainties
associated with estimating the EP flux divergence com-
bined with an overall proportionality to 1/f̂. We find
that the climatological calculations are reasonably well
behaved for latitudes �15°N and °S. Below we separate
the contributions to �w*m in the tropics from the sepa-
rate terms in the vertical integral in (2), that is, the
components of DF (u���, ��T�, etc.) and ut.

Another method of estimating the mean tropical up-
welling is based on the quasigeostrophic TEM thermo-
dynamic equation

�T

�t
� �*

�T

�y
� w*S � Q, �5	

where Q is the zonal average radiative heating rate,
combined with the continuity equation (e.g., Gille et al.
1987; Rosenlof 1995). These equations are solved itera-
tively, and the resulting vertical velocity is termed w*Q
because it is derived primarily from radiative heating
calculations. We calculate Q based on an accurate ra-
diative heating code (Qiang Fu 2005, personal commu-
nication), incorporating monthly varying temperatures
and radiatively relevant trace species (including realis-
tic variations of stratospheric ozone and water vapor).
The temperature climatology is derived from several
years of GPS radio occultation data (e.g., Wickert et al.
2001; Randel et al. 2003), which provides high vertical
resolution and accurately captures the cold tropical
tropopause region. The calculations of w*Q are mainly
valid at and above 100 hPa, where radiation dominates
the thermodynamic forcing. The radiative calculations
do not include effects of thin cirrus near the tropo-
pause, but these probably do not strongly influence the
zonal mean results (Corti et al. 2006; Fueglistaler and
Fu 2006). The inclusion of tropospheric clouds may also

decrease the radiatively derived upwelling above the
lower stratosphere (Yang et al. 2008), but the focus
here is on the UTLS region.

We also use outgoing longwave radiation (OLR)
data as a proxy for tropical deep convection (and asso-
ciated convective heat release). Daily interpolated
OLR data are obtained by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration–Cooperative Institute for
Research in Environmental Sciences (NOAA–CIRES)
Climate Diagnostics Center (http://www.cdc.noaa.gov).
These data are discussed in detail in Liebmann and
Smith (1996). The climatological results shown here are
averages over the years 1994–2001 (identical to the cir-
culation statistics).

3. Results

a. Comparison of different upwelling estimates

The latitude–month variation of zonal average veloc-
ity at 100 hPa derived from w*Q is shown in Fig. 1a,
together with the ERA-40 w* in Fig. 1b. The structure
of w*Q is reasonably smooth, with tropical upwelling
shifted slightly toward the summer hemisphere (this
shift is more pronounced at higher altitudes). These
results are similar to the calculations of Rosenlof (1995)
and Eluszkiewicz et al. (1996). There is a clear seasonal
cycle in the tropics, with strongest upwelling during NH
winter (in balance with the seasonal cycle in tropical
temperatures; cf. Yulaeva et al. 1994). The ERA-40 w*
data (Fig. 1b) show similar overall patterns and magni-
tudes, but there is substantially more small-scale me-
ridional structure in the data assimilation result. As
noted above, the eddy term in (1) makes only a small
contribution in the tropics, so the small-scale meridio-
nal structure seen in Fig. 1b is primarily due to the w
field in ERA-40.

Figure 2a compares the 100-hPa vertical velocity es-
timates averaged over the tropical latitude band 15°N–
15°S, including �w* from ERA-40 and �w*Q  and �w*m 
from both ERA-40 and NCEP. Overall there is reason-
able agreement among the estimates, in particular for
the magnitude of upwelling and the structure of the
seasonal cycle (the strongest upwelling occurs during
NH winter). The NCEP �w*m exhibits a larger-
amplitude seasonal cycle than the other estimates, with
notably smaller values during NH summer, although as
shown below this difference may simply reflect the lack
of a realistic u�w� contribution in NCEP data (due to
the absence of vertical velocity fields above 100 hPa).
Figure 2b shows a similar comparison for a wider lati-
tude band (25°N–25°S); in this case, the values of �w*m
estimated from both ERA-40 and NCEP data agree
reasonably well, but they are systematically smaller
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than and exhibit a seasonal phase shift compared to
�w* and �w*Q . These systematic differences may sug-
gest some unresolved eddy momentum forcing in the
reanalysis datasets, such as could result from subtropi-
cal gravity wave drag (as discussed further below). At
higher altitudes in the lower stratosphere (e.g., 70 and
50 hPa), comparisons similar to those in Fig. 2 show
somewhat less agreement than the results at 100 hPa,
with the calculated �w*m  from both ERA-40 and NCEP
data showing approximately half the magnitude of
�w*Q ; the ERA-40 �w* also becomes unrealistic at
higher altitudes, with a incorrect seasonal cycle (maxi-
mum during NH summer) near 50 hPa.

The latitudinal structure of vertical velocity at 100
hPa for each of the estimates is shown in Fig. 3, includ-

ing the annual mean (Fig. 3a) and the December–
February (DJF; Fig. 3b) and June–August (JJA) sea-
sons (Fig. 3c). Here the �w*m estimates are calculated
for the latitude band 15°N–15°S [because the estimates
from (2) are poorly behaved equatorward of 15°] and
for each individual 5° latitude band poleward of 15°.
Figure 3a shows good agreement between the w*, w*Q,
and �w*m estimates close to the equator (consistent with
Fig. 2a). However, there are some substantial differ-
ences in the latitude range �15°–25° in both hemi-
spheres, where the assimilation result w* shows a maxi-

FIG. 1. Latitude–month diagrams of climatological zonal mean
residual vertical velocity at 100 hPa, (a) based on thermodynamic
calculations w*Q and (b) derived from ERA-40 reanalysis w*. Con-
tour interval is 0.25 mm s�1, with positive (upward) values shaded.

FIG. 2. Seasonal cycle of zonal mean upwelling at 100 hPa,
based on ERA-40 and thermodynamic and momentum balance as
noted. Results are shown for averages over latitudes (a) 15°N–
15°S and (b) 25°N–25°S.
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mum, w*m exhibits near-zero values, and w*Q displays
values in between; this is the source of the systematic
differences seen in Fig. 2b. Poleward of �30°, each of
the vertical velocity estimates in Fig. 3a shows predomi-

nant downwelling, although with substantially different
detailed structures.

The seasonal upwelling comparisons in Figs. 3b,c
show more substantial differences in detail among the
different upwelling estimates. The slight latitudinal
movement of the tropical maximum in w*Q toward the
summer hemisphere is not evident in w* or w*m, and
there are large latitudinal variations in w* and w*m that
are absent in w*Q . Nonetheless, when averaged over the
deep tropics (15°N–15°S), there is at least some agree-
ment in upwelling magnitudes, with larger values dur-
ing DJF than during JJA (cf. Fig. 2).

The systematic differences in w* over 15–25°N and °S
in Fig. 3 could be suggestive of some unresolved eddy
momentum forcing in the reanalysis data, such as might
result from gravity wave drag atop the subtropical jets
(McFarlane 1987). We have tested this hypothesis using
output from the NCAR Whole Atmosphere Commu-
nity Climate Model (WACCM; Garcia et al. 2007),
which includes both the large-scale circulation (as re-
solved using a 1.9° � 2.5° horizontal grid) and a gravity
wave parameterization (including both orographic and
nonorographic wave sources); the dynamical climatol-
ogy of this model is described in detail in Richter et al.
(2008). Briefly, we have performed calculations identi-
cal to the observational analyses discussed above, com-
paring w* from the model with w*m estimated from the
resolved eddies and also with w*m calculations including
the parameterized gravity wave drag. Figure 4a shows a
comparison of the calculations based on including just
the resolved waves at 100 hPa (for annual average re-
sults). There is overall agreement for the broadest-scale
features, but substantial disagreement in the detailed
latitudinal structures; overall, these results look similar
to the observational analyses in Fig. 3a. Figure 4b shows
a similar calculation, but in this case the gravity wave
drag estimated in the model is included as a forcing
term in Eq. (2) as an additional term in DF. In the
model there is maximum gravity wave drag on top of
the subtropical jets, especially in the NH (associated
with orographically generated waves). The results in
Fig. 4b show much better agreement in detail between
w* and w*m than in Fig. 4a, in particular for the NH
where the modeled gravity drag is largest. These com-
parisons demonstrate the importance of gravity wave
drag for tropical stratospheric upwelling (especially in
the subtropics) in the context of a global circulation
model. By analogy, the relatively large differences in
the subtropics seen in the observational analyses (Figs.
2b and 3) may be associated with the neglect of gravity
wave drag near the top of the subtropical jets (which is
unresolved in the reanalysis data).

Figure 5 compares the vertical structures of annual

FIG. 3. Latitudinal structure of zonal mean residual vertical
velocity at 100 hPa, based on ERA-40 and thermodynamic and
momentum balance estimates: (a) annual mean; (b), (c) seasonal
estimates for DJF and JJA, respectively.
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mean upwelling over 15°N–15°S, for pressure levels
200–50 hPa (�11–21 km); note that the �w*Q  radiative
estimate is only calculated at and above 100 hPa. Over-
all there is reasonable agreement between �w*m and
�w* below �70 hPa, whereas above this level �w* is
somewhat larger than both �w*m and �w*Q ; �w*m shows
good agreement with �w*Q  at 100 hPa, but decreases
faster with altitude above this level. Overall, for the
deep tropics (15°N–15°S) and altitudes spanning the
UTLS (�11–18 km), values of �w*m estimated using
circulation statistics from both ERA-40 and NCEP ex-
hibit a seasonal cycle and vertical structure consistent
with the other upwelling estimates. This is a key point
because the detailed structure of the momentum bal-
ance can then be analyzed to understand the forcing of
�w*m.

b. Contributions to momentum balance upwelling

In this section we analyze the different contributions
to �w*m by focusing on the individual terms in the ver-
tical integral in (2); that is, we consider the separate
eddy forcing contributions to DF (and also the contri-
bution of ut). Figure 6 shows the seasonal variation of
100 hPa �w*m for 15°N–15°S for both ERA-40 and
NCEP data (the same curves as included in Fig. 2),
together with the individual contributions from the
components of DF and ut. There are four separate
terms in DF, proportional to the quantities (�/��)u���,
(�/��)((�u/�z)��T�), (�/�z)(��T�), and (�/�z)(u�w�). Fig-
ure 6 shows that the dominant term in �w*m is the me-
ridional momentum flux convergence term (�/��)u���,
and that this term also accounts for almost all of the
seasonal variation in �w*m. The other terms in DF make
relatively small contributions during the NH winter,
whereas several terms contribute small components
during NH summer (when the net upwelling is weak).
The overall balance among terms is quite consistent
between the ERA-40 and NCEP results, and the only
substantial difference is in the (�/�z)(u�w�) term (which
is unreliable in the NCEP data because u�w� is identi-
cally zero above 100 hPa, as noted above). As a note,
we find that the balance of terms contributing to up-
welling over 15°N–15°S in the WACCM model (dis-
cussed above) is very similar to the balances shown in
Fig. 6. We also note that although Kerr-Munslow and
Norton (2006) find a dominant contribution to up-
welling from the (�/�z)(u�w�) term based on ERA-15
reanalysis, that result is not confirmed in the ERA-40
results here.

FIG. 4. Latitudinal structure of annual average 100-hPa zonal
mean residual vertical velocity derived from WACCM model out-
put (black lines), compared with momentum balance estimates
(red lines): (a) momentum balance derived from the resolved
eddies; (b) results including parameterized gravity wave drag.
Black lines are identical in (a) and (b).

FIG. 5. Vertical structure of the annual mean zonal mean ver-
tical velocity averaged over 15°N–15°S, based on ERA-40 re-
analysis and thermodynamic and momentum balance estimates.
The thermodynamic estimate is only calculated at and above 100
hPa.
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The structure of the climatological EP flux diver-
gence associated with the tropical upwelling is analyzed
further in Fig. 7, which shows an EP flux diagram for
annual average statistics derived from ERA-40 data.
This diagram shows F as a vector field (representing
wave activity flux), superimposed on contours of DF,
and we have used a latitude axis proportional to sin� to
accentuate the tropics and a vertical domain of 5–20 km
to highlight the UTLS region. Figure 7 shows the well-
known climatological structure of EP flux with upward
and equatorward pointing arrows in the extratropics of
both hemispheres, which are primarily associated with
midlatitude baroclinic eddies, and also quasi-stationary
planetary waves during NH winter (Edmon et al. 1980).
The horizontal turning of the arrows in the upper tro-
posphere and equatorward extension of the overall pat-
terns is associated with equatorward propagation of
wave activity flux, and there is a strong convergence of
EP flux in the subtropical upper troposphere of both
hemispheres (extending over �10°–30°). The EP flux
convergence at subtropical latitudes, which extends

across the 100-hPa level, is in balance with upwelling
across the tropical tropopause. Note that the fact that
the meridional momentum flux convergence (�/��)u���
is a dominant contribution in Fig. 6 is consistent with
the predominantly horizontal EP flux vector impinging
on the subtropics in Fig. 7.

A key aspect of the tropical upwelling is the large
seasonal cycle, and the EP flux patterns associated with
the seasonal extremes (DJF and JJA) are shown in
Figs. 8a,b. These patterns show stronger EP flux diver-
gence in the subtropics of the respective winter hemi-
spheres, and inspection of the EP flux vectors shows
that this occurs because of two distinct regions of wave
activity flux. First, there is the equatorward propaga-
tion of extratropical wave activity, which is somewhat
stronger in the winter as compared to the summer
hemispheres. Second, there is significant wave activity
flux in the tropics between 15°N and 15°S, which points
northward in DJF and southward in JJA; note that the
EP flux vectors show a clear distinction between the
direction of tropical versus extratropical wave activity
flux. The combination of the extratropical and equato-
rial wave fluxes results in strong EP flux convergence
over �10°–25°N in DJF and �10–25°S in JJA. The
seasonally varying tropical wave fluxes are associated
with equatorial planetary waves forced by persistent
tropical convection (Gill 1980; Norton 2006; Dima et al.
2005; Dima and Wallace 2007). Figure 9 shows the spa-
tial structure of the climatological tropical waves (geo-
potential height and winds at 200 hPa) from ERA-40
data, together with outgoing longwave radiation (a
proxy for deep convection) for DJF and JJA; these are

FIG. 6. Seasonal cycle of momentum balance upwelling over
15°N–15°S at 100 hPa (heavy solid lines), together with the indi-
vidual terms contributing to the forcing from Eq. (2). The sepa-
rate lines correspond to (�/��)(u���) (black short dashed), (�/
�z)(��T�) (red), (�/�z)(u�w�) (green), (�/��)((�u/�z)��T �) (black
long dashed), and ut (blue). Results are shown based on (a) ERA-
40 and (b) NCEP data.

FIG. 7. Annual average EP flux diagram derived from ERA-40
data. Contours show the wave driving DF, with a contour interval
of 0.5 m s�1 day�1 (zero contours omitted). The latitude axis is
proportional to sin(latitude) to accentuate tropical latitudes. The
heavy dashed line denotes the time-averaged tropopause, and the
vertical lines at 15°N–15°S denote the limits for �w*m calculations.
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similar to results using NCEP data shown in Dima et al.
2005. The regions of strongest convection in the west-
ern Pacific (DJF) and within the Asian summer mon-
soon system (JJA) are associated with equatorial plan-
etary waves, and part of the wave structure includes
winds producing southward (DJF) and northward
(JJA) momentum fluxes (which balance the Coriolis
acceleration associated with the local Hadley circula-
tion, as discussed in Dima et al. 2005). The equatorial
wave momentum flux patterns change sign between
DJF and JJA in response to the movement of convec-
tion to the respective summer hemisphere. These equa-
torial wave fluxes are an important contribution to the
subtropical EP flux convergences seen in Figs. 8a,b, and
hence to tropical �w*m.

One further aspect of note in Figs. 8a,b is that the
subtropical EP fluxes during DJF extend somewhat

higher in altitude than those during JJA. This is seen
more clearly in Fig. 10, which shows the seasonal cycle
of tropical average u��� (10°N–10°S). This clearly shows
that the (southward) eddy fluxes during DJF are stron-
ger and extend to a higher altitude than the (north-
ward) fluxes in JJA; in particular, note that the DJF
fluxes extend above 100 hPa. This is important because
it results in substantially larger subtropical EP flux con-
vergence at and above 100 hPa, and therefore a larger
�w*m, during DJF. We speculate that the deeper exten-
sion of the tropical circulation during DJF is due to the
strength of the underlying tropical convection, as dis-
cussed further below.

Figure 11 shows the climatological latitude–month
structure of u��� cos(� )—which is proportional to the
horizontal EP flux vector, Eq. (4a)—at 100 hPa, illus-

FIG. 8. Seasonal average EP flux diagrams calculated from
ERA-40 data with results for (a) DJF and (b) JJA. Details are the
same as in Fig. 7.

FIG. 9. Vector winds and 200-hPa geopotential height (con-
tours) in the tropics, derived from climatological ERA-40 data for
(a) DJF and (b) JJA. The colored contours indicate climatological
OLR as a proxy for deep convection.
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trating the contribution of extratropical and tropical
wave forcing in the subtropics. This figure is based on
NCEP data, which has somewhat stronger eddy mo-
mentum fluxes at 100 hPa compared to ERA-40 data
(as can be inferred from Fig. 6), although the overall
patterns are very similar. Figure 12 shows a further
decomposition of these fluxes into stationary (monthly
mean) and transient eddies. In the extratropics there
are poleward fluxes in both hemispheres over �20°–
50°, associated primarily with transient eddies (zonal
waves 4–6) in the SH, and approximately equal shares
of stationary and transient eddies (planetary-scale
zonal waves 1–3) in the NH. There is a relatively strong
seasonal cycle to the extratropical u��� in the NH (maxi-
mum in winter, for both the stationary and transient

waves), whereas there is weak seasonality in SH extra-
tropical u���. The tropical wave fluxes are distinctive in
Figs. 11–12, with maximum southward fluxes during
�November–March (and northward fluxes during
May–August, which do not quite extend to 100 hPa;
Fig. 10). The tropical u��� are primarily associated with
stationary (planetary scale) waves (Fig. 12a) because
the fluxes occur mainly in the western Pacific region,
linked with the strongest convection (Fig. 9). These re-
sults show that the maximum in 100-hPa subtropical EP
flux convergence during NH winter (and the associated
maximum in tropical upwelling seen in Fig. 5) results
from the combined effects of enhanced NH extratrop-
ical fluxes coupled with the tropical planetary waves
(which extend above 100 hPa during this season).

FIG. 10. Height–time section of climatological zonal mean
northward eddy momentum flux u��� averaged over 10°N–10°S,
based on NCEP data. Contour interval is 5 m2 s�2.

FIG. 11. Latitude–time section of climatological u��� cos(lati-
tude) [proportional to the horizontal EP flux vector, Eq. (4a)] at
100 hPa, based on NCEP data. Arrows denote the direction of the
associated EP flux. Contour interval is 4 m2 s�2.

FIG. 12. Latitude–time sections of climatological u��� cos(lati-
tude) at 100 hPa (as in Fig. 11), but separated according to (a)
stationary and (b) transient eddies. Contour interval in (a) and (b)
is 4 m2 s�2.
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4. Summary and discussion

Upwelling in the tropical lower stratosphere is a dy-
namically forced phenomenon, associated with wave-
induced angular momentum forcing in the subtropics of
both hemispheres. We have used ERA-40 and NCEP
reanalysis data to calculate the climatological seasonal
cycle of upwelling in the UTLS region derived from
momentum balance (the “downward control” of
Haynes et al. 1991). The resulting estimates of �w*m in
the deep tropics (15°N–15°S) derived from ERA-40
and NCEP circulation statistics are in reasonable agree-
ment with (independent) thermodynamic estimates
�w*Q  at 100 hPa and also with the vertical velocity in
ERA-40 reanalysis over the altitude range 10–18 km.
There is less agreement for the vertical velocity esti-
mates for the latitude band 25°N–25°S because of sub-
stantial differences over 15°–25°N and °S. One possible
reason for these differences could be wave forcing as-
sociated with gravity waves that are unresolved in the
large-scale reanalysis datasets, and in particular wave
drag that may occur on top of the subtropical jets (e.g.,
McFarlane 1987). We have used results from the
NCAR WACCM model to demonstrate that such grav-
ity wave drag can lead to enhanced subtropical up-
welling (effectively expanding the width of the strato-
spheric upwelling region); the absence of such wave
forcing in large-scale reanalyses is one probable cause
of the underestimate of �w*m for the latitude bands 15°–
25°N and °S (Figs. 2–3). For the deep tropics (15°N–
15°S) at 100 hPa, the �w*m upwelling estimates show
good agreement for the amplitude and phase of the
seasonal cycle in upwelling (Fig. 2a). For altitudes
above 100 hPa, values of �w*m derived from the reanaly-
ses in the deep tropics are smaller than the thermody-
namic estimate �w*Q , although the latter may be over-
estimated in the calculations here because of the ne-
glect of cloud effects (Yang et al. 2008).

For the latitude band 15°N–15°S, the momentum bal-
ance �w*m and ERA-40 vertical velocity �w* (Fig. 5)
both show continuous upwelling from 10–20 km (de-
creasing with altitude up to the lower stratosphere).
This suggests that, in a zonal mean sense, there is con-
tinual upward transport across the tropical tropopause
layer (TTL). This structure can be contrasted with the
“clear sky” radiative picture of the TTL region, with a
zero radiative heating level at �15 km separating
stratospheric upwelling and upper tropospheric down-
welling (Folkins et al. 1999; Gettelman and Forster
2002). These very different vertical structures can be
reconciled by a large upward mass flux in the upper
troposphere within cloudy regions (which cover only
�10%–20% of the deep tropics), which is in the aggre-

gate larger than the slow clear-sky downwelling (so that
the zonal mean is upward at all altitudes). This behav-
ior is consistent with the analyses of Dima and Wallace
(2007; see their Fig. 5), although the detailed thermo-
dynamic and radiative balances in the TTL upwelling
regions above deep convection remain poorly under-
stood.

The overall realistic behavior of �w*m allows analysis
of the detailed forcing mechanisms for tropical up-
welling, specifically the terms contributing to subtropi-
cal EP flux divergence maxima. The results show that
horizontal eddy momentum flux convergences are the
main contribution to �w*m at 100 hPa (Fig. 6) and pri-
marily force the large seasonal cycle. The dominant
role of the horizontal momentum flux (horizontal EP
flux) in the subtropics for tropical upwelling is some-
what different from the concept that the vertical EP
flux in extratropics primarily drives the Brewer–
Dobson circulation (Yulaeva et al. 1994; Holton et al.
1995), although the subtropical and extratropical wave
forcing are clearly linked. Inspection of EP flux dia-
grams (Figs. 7–8) show that there are two main sources
of subtropical momentum flux convergence, namely
midlatitude eddy fluxes and equatorial planetary waves
associated with climatological deep convection. At 100
hPa, the extratropical eddy fluxes in the NH are asso-
ciated with both stationary and transient planetary-
scale eddies (zonal waves 1–3), whereas in the SH
fluxes are mainly due to transient medium-scale waves
(zonal waves 4–6, associated with baroclinic eddies).
There is a seasonal maximum to the 100-hPa extratrop-
ical NH forcing in winter, but weaker extratropical sea-
sonality in the SH (Fig. 12).

A further comment can be made regarding the alti-
tude at which the driving of the tropical upwelling takes
place. As seen in Figs. 8–9, the subtropical EP flux
divergence maxima peak in the upper troposphere and
decrease with height in the lower stratosphere. This
fact, combined with the density weighting for the down-
ward control calculation [Eq. (2)], shows that the up-
welling near and above the tropopause is forced near
that level. This result can be quantified by limiting the
upper level for the integration in (2); such calculations
show that for the 100-hPa upwelling over 15°N–15°S
(Fig. 2a), 87% of the annual average �w*m results for
the forcing integrated to 50 hPa (compared to the ver-
tical integral to 1 hPa, using ERA-40 data). Thus, the
main driving of the tropical upwelling (and the seasonal
cycle) occurs in the UTLS region itself, and there is not
an appreciable component from higher altitudes.

The equatorial planetary wave eddy momentum
fluxes have a distinctive space–time signature because
they are confined primarily to latitudes �15°N–15°S
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and exhibit a seasonally reversing polarity (southward
fluxes during NH winter and northward in SH winter).
This seasonality is a response to latitudinal movement
of tropical convective forcing, and these eddy fluxes are
an integral part of the momentum balance with the
seasonal Hadley circulation (as discussed by Dima et al.
2005). We note that the importance of equatorial waves
for lower stratosphere upwelling has been discussed by
Boehm and Lee (2003), Kerr-Munslow and Norton
(2006), and Norton (2006), although the details are
somewhat different in our analyses. A key feature of
the equatorial planetary waves is that the associated
eddy momentum fluxes appear to extend to somewhat
higher altitudes (above 100 hPa) during NH winter
(Fig. 10); in particular, the circulation reaches across
100 hPa in NH winter but not NH summer. These low-
latitude momentum fluxes are in balance with the near-
equatorial mean meridional flow associated with the
Hadley circulation (Dima et al. 2005), so that the con-
vectively forced Hadley circulation appears to extend
to higher altitude (across 100 hPa) during NH winter.
This seasonal cycle, combined with the seasonal maxi-
mum of the NH extratropical fluxes, contributes to the
maximum in subtropical wave driving and associated
tropical upwelling across 100 hPa during NH winter.

The deeper extension of the tropical planetary waves
and Hadley circulation during NH winter has not been
noted previously, although it is evident in the results of
Dima et al. (2005). We hypothesize that it may be re-
lated to the intensity of underlying deep convection
near the equator (and associated convective heat re-
lease). Figure 13 shows a longitude–month climatology
of OLR over 10°N–10°S as a proxy for the intensity of
deep convection. Over the western Pacific region there
is a substantial seasonal cycle in the deepest convection
(low OLR), with a relative maximum during �Novem-
ber–March. During NH summer the climatological con-
vection is slightly weaker, and it is also situated farther
away from the equator (over 10°–20°N, as in Fig. 9b).
Although the details of coupling among deep convec-
tion, latent heat release, and vertical structure of the
Hadley circulation (including equatorial planetary
waves spanning the tropics) have not been explored,
the deeper extension of the circulation during the sea-
son of most intense convection may be suggestive of a
causal link. We note that the vast majority (99%) of
tropical deep convection reaches altitudes of at most
12–14 km (Gettelman et al. 2002; Liu and Zipser 2005),
well below both the tropical tropopause (�17 km) and
the range of altitudes with the largest temperature sea-
sonal cycle (�17–20 km). Hence, it does not seem likely
that there is a strong influence from tropopause tem-
perature on deep convection; instead, it appears that

convection is the primary driver of this coupling
(through the excitation and dissipation of planetary
waves).
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